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Executive Summary 
A 6th European Workshop on HPC Centre Infrastructures was organised by SNIC-KTH, near 
Stockholm, with CEA, CSCS, LRZ, PSNC, and BSC as the organising committee. This 
workshop, upon invitation only, was very successful with 73 participants coming from 
Europe, US, and Australia.  

In addition to the standard topics (presentations from vendors and sites), the Workshop 
focused on two important subjects:  

• Large swings of computer centre power. 
• Pre-Commercial Procurement targeting energy efficiency. 

The PRACE closed session at the end of the workshop gathered 34 attendees and gave the 
opportunity for exchanges between experts from the PRACE sites. 

The workshop made the identification of important trends and assessments on the situation of 
Europe in terms of energy efficient large HPC centres possible. 
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 Introduction 1

The 6th European Workshop on HPC Centre Infrastructures was organised by SNIC-KTH, 
near Stockholm, with CEA, CSCS, LRZ, PSNC, and BSC as the organising committee, using 
some PRACE-4IP/WP5 manpower for this purpose, as well as PRACE sponsorship (in 
addition to CEA, CSCS, and GCS sponsorship, the local sponsor SNIC, and the energy 
company Fortum – Open Heat Re-use).  

The Workshop, upon invitation only, had 73 participants, with many PRACE sites – Tier-0 
and Tier-1 - and PRACE-4IP/WP5 participants (38 people out of the 73). Ten European non-
PRACE sites were also present, as well as four US and one Australian site. The two days of 
plenary sessions mixed these attendees from PRACE sites and other invited sites, with 
technical equipment and systems vendor experts and other experts – from Bull, Intel, IBM, 
Cray, HP, SGI, Iceotope, GENCI, Eurotech, E4, Maxeler, and Megware.  

This year’s salient aspects, besides the usual site updates, were: 

• The presence for the third time, via a recorded video presentation, of the Energy 
Efficient HPC Working Group (EEHPCWG) supported by the US DOE 
(http://eehpcwg.lbl.gov/), an active and influential initiative with a growing interest 
for collaboration with this workshop;  

• A special session, of which the above presentation was part, on the fast power swings 
emanating from HPC systems and how to deal with them, both from a centre and from 
a power supplier perspective;  

• A special session with updates on the PRACE energy efficiency Pre-Commercial 
Procurement (PCP) including an interactive panel with the leaders and vendors of this 
procurement. 

The PRACE closed session and site updates session gathered 34 PRACE participants. 

 
Figure 1: Workshop participants 
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 Content and Speakers 2

The content and the speakers for the workshop were the following (see Annex I for a 
synthetic view of the agenda). 

Session I - HPC vendors, chair: Herbert Huber 

• Keynote I: HPC Facility: Designing for next generation HPC systems, Ramkumar 
Nagappan, Intel 

• Hotwater Cooling for Energy-Hungry Datacentre. Towards a Zero-Emission 
Datacentre, Ingmar Meijer, IBM 

• Controlling Energy Usage on Cray XC Systems, Wilfried Oed, Cray 
• Keynote II: Future of Datacentres, why we should really care, Nicolas Dube, HP 
• Denser is Coming, Peter J. Hopton, Iceotope 
• SGI ICE XA hot water cooling Hardware and Software, Ruediger Wolff, SGI 

Session II - Big energy - big challenges, chair: Radek Januszewski 

• Power provisioning from a supplier point of view, Wolfgang Korosec, Stadtwerke St. 
Gallen 

• Infrastructure challenges that come with power swings, Herbert Huber, LRZ 
• Supercomputer centres and electricity service providers: Europe and the United States, 

Natalie Bates, EEHPCWG 

Visits 

• Introduction to site visits to PDC and Bahnhof, Gert Svensson, Johan Tjernström, 
Gustav Bergquist, Mattias Ganslandt 

• Visit to PDC and Bahnhof computer halls 

Session III - PRACE Energy Efficiency PCP, chair: Andreas Johansson 

• Pre-commercial Procurement within PRACE : Fostering innovation for HPC 
platforms focusing on energy to solution, Philippe Segers, GENCI 

• Power and energy aware job scheduling techniques, Yiannis Georgiou, Bull 
• Commodity based energy-efficient supercomputers: a new era, Piero Altoè, E4 
• Enhanced energy efficiency using standard server components, Thomas Blum, 

Megware 
• Multiscale dataflow computing towards affordable exascale systems, Georgi 

Gaydadjiev, Maxeler 
• Panel Discussion, All speakers from the morning, leader: Philippe Segers 

Session IV - Updates from commercial sites, chair: Javier Bartolome 

• Monitoring of datacentres - all infrastructure in one monitoring system, Mateusz 
Borkowski, Polcom 

• Energy efficiency - review of CEE datacentres market, Michal Grzybkowski, Beyond 

Session V - HPC site updates, chair: Jean-Philippe Nomine 

• HPC Facility Infrastructure and Operation, Thomas Durbin, NCSA 
• An update on the lake water cooling, Tiziano Belotti, CSCS 
• Meeting the Operational and Facility Demands of OLCF-4’s Summit, Jim Rogers, 

ORNL 
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Open PRACE session, chair: Jeanette Wilde 

• The impact of Moore’s Law and loss of Dennard scaling on chip architecture, software 
and infrastructure, Lennart Johnsson, Univ. of Houston & KTH 

PRACE closed session, chair: François Robin 

• PSNC (Radek Januszewski) 
• HLRS (Norbert Conrad) 
• CEA (Jean-Marc Ducos) 
• SURFSARA (Huub Stoffers) 
• BSC - Building management system (Felip Moll / Javier Bartolome) 
• IT4Innovation (Branislav Jansil / Filip Stanek) 
• GRNET (Vangelis Floros) 

 Session I - HPC vendors 3

All HPC vendors stated the following common trends in their technology roadmaps: 

• Continuous upward node performance trend made possible by processors with a 
growing number of cores and threads per core. 

• Future HPC solutions will be significantly more power efficient. 
• Total system power consumption, increasing rack floor loads, and system power 

swings of future supercomputers will increase substantially. 
• Clear trend towards highly dense, direct liquid cooled system packaging technologies. 

 
3.1 INTEL 
Intel’s next generation Knight Landing (KNL) Xeon Phi product will provide an enhanced 
microarchitecture for HPC with a 3-fold single thread performance versus current Knights 
Corner accelerator cards. KNL processors will be available in two form factors, as a self-
bootable processor socket as well as a PCIe accelerator card.  

Further improvements of KNL versus Knights Corner are: 

• Up to 16 GByte high speed in-package memory 
• High speed network adapter integrated in package 
• 3+ TFlop/s peak performance 

As shown in the table below, the next generation Intel Xeon Phi based supercomputers Trinity 
at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and Aurora at the Argonne Leadership 
Computing Facility (ALCF) (part of the CORAL collaborative procurement – see section 3.2) 
will provide huge improvements in power efficiency as well as compute power densities over 
past and current Intel-based supercomputers. 

 

System Feature SuperMUC 
Phase1 

SuperMUC 
Phase 2 

Trinity Aurora 

Installation Year 2012 2015 2015/2016 2018 
Performance [PFlop/s] 3.2 3.6 42.2 180 
# of Nodes 9216 3072 >19,000 

(Haswell, 
KNL) 

>50,000 

Maximum Power Consumption [MW] 3.7 1.5 <10 13 
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System Feature SuperMUC 
Phase1 

SuperMUC 
Phase 2 

Trinity Aurora 

HPL System Power Efficiency 
[GFlop/s/W] 

0.8 1.9 ~ 4 ~ 14 

Facility area [m2] 504 122 < 483 ~ 289 
Compute Power Density [PFlop/s/m2] 0,006 0,029 0,087 0,623 
Table 1: Evolution of large Intel-based systems 
 

3.2 IBM 
The company has won two sites of the collaborative procurement between Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and 
Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF) called CORAL: ORNL and LLNL. The new 
supercomputers called Summit and Sierra, which will be delivered to ORNL and LLNL 
respectively, are based on IBM next generation POWER9 host processor technology. 

Each compute node will contain two POWER9 CPUs and four or six next generation Volta 
GPUs from NVIDIA, 512 GByte main memory and 800 GByte NVRAM as well as two 
Mellanox EDR Infiniband Host Channel Adapters (HCA). The peak performance of both 
supercomputers will be more than 150 PFlop/s. Each system will be connected to a parallel 
file system based on GPFS with more than 100 PByte of disk space and approximately 1 
TByte/s I/O performance. 

With respect to true Exascale system performance, IBM is doing extensive research on 3D 
stacking of processor and memory with integrated liquid cooling and low-loss optical 
coupling of the chip stack. 

 

3.3 Cray 
Inspired by the facts that the power consumption of the world’s largest supercomputer and, 
therefore, their operational costs will increase, CRAY has developed software tools for fine 
grain power monitoring with 1 Hz resolution for all nodes of their systems. The power 
monitoring is performed out of band and thus has no impact on the system performance. All 
monitoring data is automatically archived in a central power monitoring database. 

By using the power monitoring database, site managers will be able to optimise the energy 
consumption of the system based on site selectable policies in the future. 

 

3.4 HP 
HP’s new warm water cooled Apollo 8000 system provides a highly dense system packaging 
solution with up to 4X higher packaging density compared to air cooled HPC system 
solutions, a computer power of more than 250 TFlop/s, and a power consumption of up to 80 
kW per rack. By the use of a hybrid cooling concept with most of the cooling provided by a 
DLC system using thermal bus bars for making possible to dry-disconnect the servers and 
integrated air to water heat exchanger for the remaining part of cooling, the water stays 
isolated from server nodes. Thus, all nodes in the system can be serviced without any risk of 
water leakage. 

The integrated cooling water distribution unit with a cooling power capacity of 320 kW can 
serve up to 4 racks. The cooling loop is operated at partial vacuum which ensures that no 
water drops out of the cooling loop in case of leakage. The vacuum of the cooling loop is 
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monitored and the loop and all compute racks connected to it are automatically shut off if the 
vacuum drops below a certain threshold.  

Petascale HP Apollo 8000 systems were installed recently at DoE’s National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL) in Golden, Colorado and at the Academic Computer Centre 
CYFRONET AGH in Krakow, Poland. 

 

3.5 Iceotope 
Iceotope is a company based in Rotherham, UK. The company has patented a 100% direct 
liquid cooling technology which consists of compute nodes in a sealed, immersion device 
called convective cell. These convective cells are cooled by a secondary cooling loop 
containing a coolant with high electrical resistance and excellent thermal properties. This 
coolant is circulated by fully-redundant, ultra-efficient pumps. The secondary coolant loop 
enters liquid to liquid heat exchangers in the cabinet, enabling fully isolated, redundant 
building level cooling loops to be used to capture the heat from the system. 

Iceotope’s PetaGen blade cabinet can house 72 compute blades in an 800x1200 mm foot 
print. The system needs zero air flow and is thermally isolated to minimize any heat transfer 
to the room air. The system can be cooled with a site water inlet temperature of up to 40°C. 
Hence, no chillers are needed to cool the system. Through the fact that no fans are needed to 
cool the nodes and the use of chiller-free cooling, a performance per Watt benefit over air 
cooled solutions of more than 40% can be gained. 

 Session II - Big energy - big challenges 4

During this session the presenters pointed out best practices regarding power provisioning and 
possible pitfalls that may occur when using big, power hungry supercomputers.  

 

4.1 Power provisioning from a supplier point of view - Wolfgang Korosec, 
CIO, St. Galler Stadtwerke 
The presentation began with a short overview of St. Galler Stadtwerke activities. The 
company serves more than 45000 customers with electricity and heat. The energy is provided 
from both renewable and non-renewable sources.  

From the electricity provider’s point of view, a large datacentre is perceived as a large 
customer comparable to hospitals and factories. It has similar requirements as others: high 
standards in terms of stability and quality.  

It can also be treated as a potential prosumer: a consumer that is allowed to produce the 
energy for the network. Such clients, in case of emergency, can not only draw power from the 
network, but also produce electricity using, for example, diesel generators to help survive 
spikes of demand. The datacentre can also sell waste heat and transfer it using district heat 
supply.  

A set of best practices was also presented.  Redundancy is the only way for having a secure 
power source therefore datacentres should be connected using at least two transformers. The 
need for periodical tests of your emergency sources was also stressed. An idea of virtual 
power plants was presented: a set of large prosumers may have enough energy generation 
capability to be able to play a significant role in local distributors’ strategy for providing their 
customers a stable and secure power.  
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The next part of the presentation focused on explaining how the energy market works, how 
the energy price is calculated, and possible ways to make the electric energy cheaper.  

It was pointed out that the only fixed part of the price is the transmission cost, the energy 
itself can be bought from different providers featured by several criteria (e.g. energy cost, 
usage of renewables etc.). It was also pointed out that grouping several institutions into one 
entity for the purpose of negotiating an energy contract may be beneficial as large partners 
can negotiate better contracts, especially if the consumers may take into consideration how 
the energy price and demand is changing during day.  

 

4.2 Infrastructure challenges that come with power swings - Herbert Huber, 
LRZ 
The presentation started with a short overview of the LRZ datacentre infrastructure and 
characteristics of their biggest machine: SuperMUC. The machine was deployed in two 
stages: 1st stage with nearly 3 PFlop/s of HPL performance that consumed 800/3700 kW 
idle/running HPL, and 2nd stage that doubled the performance using 300/1500 kW 
idle/running HPL. 

One can see that the machine during normal operation (multiple small and medium sized 
applications) will have stable power consumption and proves not to be a challenge to the 
power infrastructure of the facility. There are, however, four weeks in each year, usually after 
maintenance breaks, when users are allowed to run very big application instances, using all 
resources in the cluster. During these periods the infrastructure is tested fully as the power 
draw of the machine can jump from 1.3MW to 4.5MW in seconds.  

The problems may surface in parts of the infrastructure that are not directly connected to the 
source of the issue. An example was presented where well-tuned applications started rapidly 
and caused a 20V loss on the power lines that was interpreted by the Automatic Transfer 
Switch as power outage, forcing a switch to the other power line where power conditions 
were identical. As a result a signal was sent to a DDN storage controller to shut down in 
preparation for power loss. This kind of scenario is very hard to recreate in an artificial way 
and is not a situation that happens often. However it shows that operating a datacentre may 
present some unique challenges that, due to their unpredictable nature, are usually not taken 
into consideration when the infrastructure was designed and built. 

The predictions for the exascale systems assume that 20 MW of peak power is the reasonable 
maximum consumption of such a machine. The datacentre operators have to be prepared for 
15 MW power swings in a fraction of a second.  

 

4.3 Supercomputer centres and electricity service providers: Europe and the 
United States – Natalie Bates, Energy Efficient HPC Working Group 
The Energy Efficient HPC Working Group (https://eehpcwg.llnl.gov/) is an influential and 
very active initiative supported by US DOE. Its objective is to drive implementation of energy 
conservation measures and energy efficient design in high performance computing (HPC). 
The activities of the group are divided into six sub-groups. During her presentation, Natalie 
Bates summarized the work of the “Demand Response Team” in charge of the sub-group 
dealing with “HPC and grid integration”. The Demand Response Team is evaluating today’s 
relationships, potential partnerships and possible integration between HPC centres and their 
Electricity Service Providers (ESPs). More details about the work of this team can be found in 
a recent paper [10]. 
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In her talk, Natalie Bates pointed out the necessity to better integrate the HPC centres into the 
electrical grids for two major reasons: 

• The large and fast swing of power consumption of HPC centres which will likely 
become an important issue for ESPs in a near future, as well as a major issue for the 
design of the HPC centres facilities. 

• The evolution of the relationships between HPC centres and electrical grids: some 
HPC centres are no longer only large consumers of electricity but start producing 
electricity that may be injected into the electrical grid (see the presentation of St. 
Galler Stadtwerke), and in a few cases, think about being involved in the distribution 
of electricity. 

The second point was addressed first with the example of Google. Google as a company looks 
at the energy problem in a holistic way. Therefore, Google is currently making large 
investments in energy production, grid and distribution, is hiring electrical power engineers 
and is filing related patents. The activity of Google is part of a trend that considers that 
combating climate change exclusively with today’s renewable energy technology doesn’t 
work and that there is a need for something disruptive, “dispatchable” (can be turned on/off) 
and “distributed” (produced near where it is wanted). 

Then, the first point was addressed based on the recent paper of the team based on a survey of 
11 US sites [10] complemented by additional information from 9 European sites, in countries 
where renewable energy is more developed or where the cost of electricity is higher. The 
results of this survey are in line with previous findings gathered in PRACE white paper about 
electricity [3]. 

The general conclusions of the survey are that US sites have had more discussions than 
European sites with their providers about grid integration and that neither US nor European 
sites are working with their ESP to respond to grid requests. 

The first point is not surprising since, among the sites that participated to the survey, four, all 
of them located in the US, are much larger than all the others. Therefore, the variability is not 
exceeding 2 MW in Europe while, in the US, the variability ranges between 2 and 8 MW for 
the largest sites. 

Among the other questions of the survey, several points were highlighted:  

• Regarding strategies (what the computer centres use to manage power), many site are 
using or are interested in using energy efficiency strategies. The most commonly used 
methods are power aware job scheduling (powering off unused nodes) or adjusting the 
temperatures (air, water) in the data centre. Other ways of saving energy, like cutting 
jobs or migration of the workload, are currently not interesting enough for the 
supercomputing sites. 

• Regarding programs (what is offered by the electricity providers to motivate their 
customers to help them balance the grid), techniques like peak shedding, peak shifting 
and dynamic pricing are possible. However, no site is currently engaged in such 
programs. However, there is interest in dynamic pricing, both in US and in Europe and 
a mixed interest in peak shedding and peak shifting, more in Europe for the former , 
more in US for the latter approach. In the US a majority of the centres have, at least, 
started negotiations with the power grid operator, while in Europe the negotiations 
have not even started for most centres. 

• Regarding methods (what is done in transmission and distribution for balancing the 
grid) there is a strong interest of the sites to discuss with their ESPs about renewables 
but there is little interest for discussing about other topics. 

• Extra comments were that:  
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o Forecasting demand is already required and/or requested. 
o Provider programs are more developed in US than in Europe. 
o Swings in power are more investigated with the ESPs in US than in Europe. It 

was noted that one major cause of the swings is maintenance periods.  

Next steps of this work will include better understanding of European ESPs and extension of 
the survey to Japan. It seems that Japan has the most developed connection between the ESPs 
and the consumers and may have developed best practices of interest for US and Europe in 
this area. 

 Visit to PDC and Bahnhof computer halls 5

The program included visits of two computer halls in Stockholm, which have both been 
pioneers in heat re-use. The workshop’s participants were split in two groups. One group 
visited the computer hall of PDC, High Performance Computer Center at the KTH Royal 
Institute of Technology, which is one of the main supercomputer centres in Sweden. The 
other group started with the computer hall Pionen, which is a colocation centre run by 
Bahnhof (a Swedish Internet Service Provider). After the visits the groups switched locations. 
 
5.1 PDC 
PDC and KTH has for a long time (since 2003) been using district cooling, that is widespread 
in Stockholm, for cooling of its supercomputer facility. The district cooling system in 
Stockholm has some central heat re-use capability. In 2010 with the installation of the Cray 
XE6, PDC started with heat re-use of its own. At that time Cray couldn’t provide a water-
cooled system that would allow for heat re-use as the outgoing temperature was too low. So 
an air-cooled Cray system was retrofitted with water-cooled heat exchangers and the water 
was transported through the existing pipe system at KTH to the nearby Chemistry laboratory 
where the heat was used to heat the incoming air to the building. This system was in operation 
until 2014 when a Cray XC40 replaced the Cray XE6. Now Cray could provide a functioning 
water-cooling system that seems capable of heat re-use. 

KTH and “Akademiska hus” (which is the company that owns the KTH buildings and indeed 
most university buildings in Sweden) have built a heat re-use facility of their own. This 
includes several heat pumps that increase the temperature from the low grade (18 °C) cooling 
water coming from the PDC Computer Hall, other laboratories at KTH, as well cooling from 
offices and lecture halls to temperatures useful for tap water and heating of buildings with 
hydronic radiators all over KTH.  

The visit included the PDC computer hall as well as the nearby heat-pump facility. 
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Figure 2: The PDC XC40 called Beskow after the child book author Elsa Beskow 

 

 
Figure 3: Schematic of KTH Heat Re-Use Facility 

 

 
Figure 4: Visiting the heat-pump facility at KTH 
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5.2 Bahnhof Computer Hall Pionen 
Pionen is a former civil defence centre built in Stockholm in the 1970s to protect essential 
government functions from a nuclear strike.  It was converted into a data centre by the 
Swedish Internet service and co-location provider Bahnhof.  It is not only interesting for 
visitors due to its location, but it is also highly technically advanced. The computer centre 
Pionen was one of three computer centres that tested the new concept of Open District 
Cooling from Fortum (the energy company of Stockholm). Fortum has an annual district 
heating supply of 8.2 TWh (2013) and a peak load of 3.7 GW. The idea with Open District 
Cooling is that providers of heat will be reimbursed by Fortum when producing heat and the 
level of reimbursement depends on Fortum’s alternative cost of producing the heat by other 
means. The level of reimbursement is published in advance on a web page so providers of 
heat can decide if they would like to sell the heat or use it themselves. 

Bahnhof has invested in two Carrier heat pumps connected in series. The produced hot water 
is delivered to the district heating forward pipe at around 68 °C. 

 

 
Figure 5: Image from Bahnhof’s computer hall Pionen 

 

 
Figure 6: Schematic for cooling of Pionen data centre 
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 Session III - PRACE PCP on Energy Efficiency 6

6.1 Pre-Commercial Procurement within PRACE: Fostering innovation for 
HPC platforms focusing on energy to solution - Philippe Segers, GENCI 
The Pre-Commercial Procurement (PCP) process is one of the major goals of PRACE-3IP 
[6][7][8]. It provides a way for funding research and development activities taking place 
mostly in Europe and it is partly inspired by the US funding process.  

Five of the PRACE partners (CINECA, CSC, EPCC, FZJ, and GENCI) are participating in 
the PRACE-3IP PCP with a total budget of 9 M€, including 50% from EC. Vendors 
participating have to perform at least 80% of the R&D in Europe, and dedicate more than 
50% of the budget to R&D. It is the first pan-European PCP in the HPC field, so the project 
has had to navigate some uncharted legal areas and scale a learning curve. Keeping the 
proposed process attractive to both procurers and vendors is challenging. 

 
Figure 7: PRACE PCP execution phases 

 

Four commercial entities participated in the 1st Execution Phase of the PCP process – Bull, 
E4, Maxeler and Megware. All these vendors presented during the workshop their road-maps 
on HPC energy efficiency, and explained how PRACE-3IP PCP contributed to this effort. 
They also gave their feedback on the PCP process, which was very positive: They found the 
phased process useful to minimise their risks and they appreciated that the first phase of 
specification design was performed within a PCP process. They also reported that the PCP 
process gave them a very precise view of the future needs of PRACE infrastructure through 
the usage of PRACE operational codes as a benchmark for energy efficiency.  

At the time of the workshop, the first phase of solution design had just ended and, after a 
selection process, three suppliers are expected to move on to a prototype development phase 
followed by two suppliers being selected for a field test phase. 

End result of this PCP should be highly energy efficient systems for HPC capable of up to 100 
PFlop/s. Not only the compute efficiency matters, I/O is important as well. This should be 
demonstrated on a self-contained pilot system that can be put into preproduction at a PRACE site.  

Several specific points, regarding the PRACE-3IP PCP, were addressed during the 
presentation: 
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• Selection criteria. The selection criteria are: 
• Quality of R&D and level of innovation (30%) 
• Technical requirements compliance (20%) 
• Progress in terms of energy efficiency (30%) 
• Project quality and feasibility (20%) 

 
• Benchmarks. When the benchmark suite was decided, no details about the proposed 

systems were known. All eligible benchmarks had to be able to run on hybrid systems 
with PFlop/s scalability. One benchmark run was required to fit in less than 2 GB and 
complete a run in about an hour. In order to facilitate the evaluation of the candidate 
systems, benchmarks that fit a wide selection of different system types are needed. 
The set of benchmarks include: 
• Benchmarks from the Unified European Applications Benchmark Suite (UEABS) 

[9] with a wide scientific domain coverage and used in production. The codes 
NEMO (Oceanography), BQCD (LQCD), Quantum Espresso (electronic-structure 
calculations) and SPECFEM3D (seismic wave propagation) were chosen. All these 
benchmarks have an equal weight in the selection process. Vendors are allowed to 
modify up to 10% of the benchmark code. 

• Linpack that was also included to act as a well-known reference benchmark, but 
used mostly for comparison and not selection.  

To compare the results of the benchmarks they were also run on several PRACE Tier-
0/1 systems that act as reference systems. The systems used were CURIE and 
EURORA (Bull/Eurotech x86_64 with and without GPUs), JUQUEEN (IBM BG/Q) 
and SISU (Cray XC30). 

 

• Fine-grained measurement of systems. All prototypes are required to support fine-
grained measurements of system components. A question from the audience led to a 
discussion about measurement granularity, where the audience consensus was that 
something like RAPL (Running Average Power Limit) as implemented by Intel was 
sufficient for most purposes. One hardware vendor noted that really high-resolution 
measurements require expensive hardware that customers rarely will pay for. 

It was stated that the requirement for the PRACE PCP needs to review what should be 
needed for operational purposes as it also serves as a research tool to gain more 
knowledge on energy efficiency, even at high resolution. If it appears that this feature 
doesn’t provide meaningful information for operational usage it will not be included in 
operational follow-up of the PCP by the vendors. 

It was finally noted by the audience that even if PCP is not a tool designed to be used for 
“regular” HPC infrastructure procurements, the methodology designed for the measurement 
of energy efficiency within the PCP could be re-used, giving a better forecast of the TCO of 
the future system. 
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Figure 8: PRACE PCP panel 

 

6.2 Power and energy aware job scheduling techniques - Yiannis Georgiou, 
Bull 
Bull has been working on adapting the SLURM scheduler to support “green” scheduling on 
their clusters.  

One common approach to save power on compute clusters is powering off idle nodes. This 
leads to other issues, like increased risk of hardware failures and higher waiting times for 
starting jobs, and has marginal benefits on a fully utilised cluster. 
SLURM can do inline power measurement via RAPL and IPMI to the system BMC. 
Comparisons with an external wattmeter have been made during the development to see how 
accurate the inline measurements are. The BMC data most closely resembles the wattmeter 
since they take more parts of the system into account than the RAPL. Out of band 
measurements are also done and stored in RRD graphs. 

On Bull servers the BMC firmware has been modified to sample the power consumption at 4 
Hz. A new FPGA implementation is designed to allow sampling at 1 kHz with 2% accuracy. 

A fair share plugin for the SLURM multi-factor scheduler, which schedules according to job 
energy usage, provides incentives to the user to run jobs as efficiently as possible. Based on 
past energy use, energy efficient jobs get a higher priority in the queue. The user submitting 
jobs identifies which type of application a job should be treated as. 

Some examples of on-going work is exploring scheduling groups of jobs so that the power 
consumption is kept as stable as possible, or selecting the right resources for the type of job 
being run. Packing jobs together could lead to more possibilities for powering parts of a 
cluster. 

Managing a more dynamic runtime environment is a target of the proposed PRACE PCP 
work. Different phases of application execution may require different resources; adding 
awareness of this to both the application and the resource manager opens up the possibility of 
reconfiguring the resources used during the jobs runtime. 
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6.3 Commodity based energy-efficient supercomputers: a new era - Piero 
Altoè, E4 
E4 Computer Engineering has been developing ARM based HPC systems for several years. In 
2011 it started selling systems based on the CARMA development kit which used a 32 bit 
ARM SoC (Nvidia Tegra 3) with integrated GPU. A system developed in 2012-2013 that also 
used Tegra 3 followed, this time coupled with a PCIe attached Nvidia K20. Named ARKA 
EK002, this is the hardware used for the Mont Blanc project [4] prototype Pedraforca 
installed at BSC in 2013. Both of these systems are based on processors originally designed 
for mobile applications but using more regular mainboards. 

ARKA RK003 is a generally available product based on the Applied Micro X-Gene SoC. 
This is a 64 bit ARM v8 implementation that is more like a traditional server CPU, and has 8 
CPU cores clocked at 2.4 GHz. In the RK003 this is coupled with an Nvidia K20m and 
Mellanox Infiniband. In contrast with the previous designs, the SoC now has ample 
bandwidth for server I/O (40 Gbit Ethernet and 16x PCIe versus 1 Gbit Ethernet and 4x 
PCIe). 

The current system under development is the ARKA RK004 which will be using the 48 core 
Cavium Thunder-X SoC combined with an Nvidia Kepler and FDR Infiniband. Due to a 
NDA not much was revealed about this system during this presentation. 

The combination of the ARM based SoC and GPU in a system requires software support to 
enable the most energy efficient usage. Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling is supported 
by the GPU along with the ability to power down idle CPU and GPU cores. PMI is needed on 
the compute nodes. 

 

6.4 Enhanced energy efficiency using standard server components - 
Thomas Blum, Megware 
SlideSX is the compute blade architecture developed by Megware and can be either air- or 
liquid-cooled. It is based on standard server components housed in a chassis designed by 
Megware. The focus of the company is on mechanical and electrical engineering coupled with 
firmware. Each blade features independent node power measurement even for chassis with 
shared power supplies. One control unit (RCU) is provided per rack for monitoring and 
management of the servers and is connected to the power management. 

Monitoring is another focus area for Megware, both with rack displays and support in the 
Megware software for managing clusters. Power measurement inside the chassis is based on 
the PMBus standard. Sampling of node DC power at up to 5 kHz is possible, but requires 
frequent emptying of the buffer. Future plans also include measuring the datacentre 
infrastructure. 

SlideSX-LC is the direct liquid cooled version of the SlideSX family able to remove 90% of 
the heat via liquid. Inlet temperatures of up to 50°C can be handled. The PSUs and the 
switches used are still air-cooled and require some airflow inside the rack. The rack level 
infrastructure (named ColdCon) uses an external heat exchanger to connect the internal 
secondary side to an external primary side. 

PRACE PCP plans are to use DLC for the entire system, including PSUs and switches and the 
more fine grained power measurements. A plastic material that acts as an isolator, and can be 
printed, is also a candidate for the cooling system. 
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6.5 Multiscale dataflow computing towards affordable exascale systems - 
Georgi Gaydadjiev, Maxeler 
Heterogeneous systems are currently dominating the Green500 [5] list of the most power 
efficient systems. However, even the most energy efficient system on that list will consume 
enormous amounts of power when scaled up to Exascale. The large number of components 
needed to build such system means that reliability will also be a challenge. 

Moving data around is a challenge in itself; the power cost of moving data inside a chip is 
equivalent to it performing computations. Taking the data and transferring it off-chip can 
consume up to 200 times the power of the computation itself. 

Maxeler’s business is building special purpose systems for specific applications based on 
dataflow. The focus is on solving specific problems - not peak performance. Having the 
systems tailored to a specific application allows the designer to minimise the data movement. 

These systems distinguish from classical processor centric architectures, based on the concept 
of control flow, which can be defined as temporal computing (one-dimensional and 
sequential) and where execution time is mostly spent in memory latency. The Maxeler 
approach based on decoupling data from control flow (termed spatial computing) is truly two-
dimensional. Maxeler believes that this decoupling and the ability to customize the system is 
key to achieving Exascale. 

In addition, the memory inside the chip acts as custom buffers and can be adapted to the 
application in order to benefit from the high on-chip access bandwidth. Dataflow kernels are 
inherently parallel so the aggregate bandwidth to the in-chip memory significantly exceeds 
the bandwidth of traditional CPU caches and scratch paths. Data movement of intermediate 
results is always at short distance and hence implicitly minimized with only the final result 
exiting the circuit while being saved to the main memory. 

As with all parallel systems, programmability is a key issue. OpenSPL was announced in 
2013, and is billed as a spatial programming language. To run an application written in 
OpenSPL a “Spatial Computing Substrate” (SCS) is needed as the hardware and needs to be 
malleable so that arithmetic units can be combined with interconnections at will. Currently the 
choice for implementing SCS units is FPGAs. The OpenSPL compiler turns the high level 
description of the data flow kernel into low level hardware descriptions. There is no need to 
study hardware description languages, e.g., Verilog or VHDL, for implementing high-
performance FPGA accelerators. 

The basic building block is an Operation grouped into Kernels. How the Operation is 
implemented and how numbers are represented is flexible. One SCS executes an Action 
which is a group of kernels and their associated data is flown as streams through the kernels. 
Several of these SCS engines can exist in the system and run in parallel. 

Co-designing the application, algorithm, and hardware architecture needs domain experts in 
all fields. WORM applications (write once, run many) are suited for data flow 
implementation, where a higher up-front cost and lower runtime cost is preferred. The case 
studies shown focused on operational cost savings. 
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 Session IV - Updates from commercial sites 7

During Session IV, 2 commercial sites located in Poland presented aspects about IT and 
datacentre hosting services that they are providing to their clients. 

 

7.1 Polcom 
Mateusz Borkowski from Polcom, a company that has been providing IT services for more 
than 20 years, presented an in-house development devoted to developing a unique tool for 
monitoring all parameters of a datacentre. 

One of the main objectives of this development is to leverage work with different monitoring 
tools and/or protocols for the different components and show a unique interface for all of 
them. This tool will be able to deal with: 

• Energy monitoring 
• Alarm systems 
• Air conditioning control 
• Lighting control 
• Security and fire alarms 
• Access control 
• SCADA graphics to operate with different components  

Their development can also be integrated with IT monitoring tools, like Icinga or Nagios, and 
also include the monitoring of direct liquid cooling systems. 

 

7.2 Beyond 
Michal Grzybkowski, Co-founder of Beyond.pl, a company that provides IT and cloud 
services from their datacentres, presented an overview of the CEE datacentres market. 

First it was stated that there is a strong growth in the number of datacentres in recent years, 
which is expected to last during next 5 or 10 years approximately, due to different reasons 
like growth in apps and cloud-based apps, data digitalisation, and others. 

Michal highlighted the Central Eastern Europe area as very competitive in datacentre markets 
due to energy and IT costs. 

Next, some approaches for construction of datacentres were presented. First, the Icelandic 
approach which consists of locating a datacentre in a place where no mechanical cooling is 
required (temperature range from -2ºC to 14ºC). Then, 2 cases were presented from the US 
(Facebook, Oregon and Supernap, Redmond) where installations are located where energy is 
cheaper using free cooling and air cooling for racks. 

Finally, Michal presented Beyond’s new datacentre design targeted for Tier-4 and a PUE of 
1.1, showing graphics about the advantages of their datacentre location. 
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 Session V - HPC site updates 8

8.1 HPC Facility Infrastructure and Operation - Thomas Durbin, NCSA, 
Illinois 
The National Petascale Computing Facility hosts the Blue Waters supercomputer at the 
University of Illinois, based at Urbana-Champaign. 
Some facts about the facility: 

• Built in 2010 
• 24 MW electrical capacity 
• Achieved Gold Certification in the U.S. Green Building Council's Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) rating system 
• PUE 1.08 to 1.222 
• Designed to withstand an EF-3 tornado – level 3 of Enhanced Fujita scale which 

ranges from 0 to 5; level 3 corresponds to wind speeds in a range of ca. 160 to 200 
mph 

• 1,858 m2 machine room in a 8,200 m2 building 
• 5,400 tons of cooling capacity from the university’s chilled water distribution loop 

 
About Blue Waters: 

• 288 CRAY cabinets, containing 26,864 compute nodes with more than 49,000 AMD 
CPUs (405,248 CPU cores) and 4,224 NVIDIA KEPLER GPUS 

• 1.5 PB RAM, 25 PB storage 
• 13.34 PFlop/s 
• 72 XDP cooling units, >95% liquid cooling 
• Tape library of 300 PB 

 
Some experience and lessons learned were reported; it can be observed that most aspects are 
related to monitoring/control (and related instrumentation); cost optimization, quality of 
service, and reliability increase. 
 
Monitoring 
and control 

Reducing 
cost 

Quality 
and 

reliability 

 

x  x 

Importance of preventive maintenance and early 
identification or problems; e.g. thermographic scanning 
identified a problem that could have caused an outage; 
a mix of different kinds of  sensors and expertise is 
required here 

x  x 

Importance of dynamic control of multiple systems: 
computing strategy can cause changes in load as can 
addition or removal of hardware; there is on-going 
effort in this perspective 

x x  Differential pressure sensors at strainers reduced 
cleaning maintenance costs 

x x  Electricity metering at panel level rather than circuit 
level saves time and has lower capital cost 

 x  Evaporative Cooling Towers reduce cooling costs 
by more than 50% 

Table 2: NCSA – lessons learned 
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8.2 An update on the lake water cooling - Tiziano Belotti, CSCS 
The main features of this unique cooling system were presented. The water is pumped from 
the very large and deep Lugano Lake (48.7 km2 and maximum depth of 288 m / 944 feet) 
through a 2800 m long pipeline with an altitude difference of 30 m from the lake surface. The 
water is 6°C at a depth of 45m (very stable temperature over all seasons). Maximum flow rate 
is 760 l/s.  

Depth and suction system features (suction angle and slow flow rate) combined with 
environmental factors help to avoid sucking up small animals or mud from the bottom of the 
lake. But other issues appeared because of the presence of bacteria stemming from the low 
oxygen rate combined with high iron content clogging up filters and heat exchangers. 
Different improvements had to be made: monitoring of lake oxygen rate, addition of new 
filters at main computing centre entry (that are cleaned every 2 weeks), chemical water 
analysis, and regular cleaning of suction strainers (at 45 m below lake surface). Further 
possible improvements are being considered: back-flushing on heat exchangers to reduce their 
plate cleaning frequency; installing a shell-and-tube instead of plate heat exchangers; and 
increasing water flow in the heat exchangers or oversizing them to have more reserve with 
respect to dirty increase. 

Despite these unexpected difficulties, requiring some extra equipment and monitoring efforts, 
the system is still considered a good solution with economic benefits. Estimation for an 
electrical power envelope of 20 MW, with PUE of 1.18 (value measured in March 2015), is 
the following: 

 
 Lake water cooling system Chilled water cooling system 
Investment cost 17 MCHF 7 MCHF 
Electrical power  496 kW 3405 kW 
Annual electricity cost 609 kCHF 3300 kCHF 
Table 3: CSCS lake water vs chilled water cooling 
 
Annual maintenance costs and renewal costs (after 15 years) are also estimated in favour of 
lake water cooling, respectively: 

• 30 kCHF vs. 200 kCHF 
• 5% vs. 80% of initial investment 

The 10 extra MCHF of initial investment would be amortized in a few years in this scenario, 
but the 20 MW of IT power is not actually used. However, in a 10 to 15 year timeframe it can 
be assumed the benefit will be measurable. 

 
8.3 Meeting the Operational and Facility Demands of OLCF-4’s Summit - Jim 
Rogers, ORNL 
Since the initial design and implementation of the ORNL Leadership Computing Facility, the 
facility requirements of the existing systems have grown tremendously with approximately 
20MW of electrical capacity matched by a chilled water mechanical system. The recently 
announced OLCF-4 (Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility #4) CORAL Summit system 
changes the facility ground rules that were first deployed at ORNL back in 2004, moving to 
substantially warmer supply water. This design basis, which must be ready in 2017, provides 
a significant opportunity to employ chiller-less cooling, and other best practices to meet the 
mechanical needs of the system. 

ORNL determined that a new facility using current best practices in terms of electrical 
distribution and mechanical “warm water” cooling offered the best advantages in terms of 
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cost, schedule, and impact to existing systems compared with an up fit (main reasons were 
limited weight capacity of existing floor space; extra power requirement – 10 to 20 MW vs. 5 
currently; and sub-optimal mechanical configuration – warm water and chiller-less with 
maximum evaporative cooling targets).  

Summit targets at least 5 times Titan’s application performance – ca. 150 PFlop/s peak. 
Integrated by IBM together with NVIDIA and Mellanox Technologies, it should consist of ca. 
3,400 nodes, each with multiple IBM POWER9 CPUs and multiple NVIDIA Tesla GPUs 
using the NVIDIA Volta architecture - CPUs and GPUs being completely connected with 
high speed NVLink. Design point for the baseline system is 9.6 MW. 

Design for the new facility (> 30 M$ investment) is meant for way more than the 5-year 
lifespan of the next system, thus carefull consideration is needed on separating facilities 
works from system works and seeing that there is enough flexibility and scalability. Current 
main requirements and features of the room, compute elements, and cooling system are: 

• On-slab facility, distribution thus being all overhead, organised in layers with other 
services (sprinklers and smoke detectors, video, storage connections, Infiniband 
fabric, then electrical distribution and water distribution). 

• Electricity distribution minimizing route to cabinets (and line losses and costs) 
through walls, using 3 MVA transformers which can be added (up to 7) in a modular 
way; the connection to each cabinet is 480V/100A. 

• Overhead water distribution; liquid-cooled POWER9 and NVIDIA GPUs; warm water 
(20.6°C) is delivered in series, first to a rear door heat exchanger, and then to a 
manifold that distributes the water to each of the compute nodes in the rack. 

• System-specific (for Summit) secondary loop in polypropylene-random thermoplastic 
with good properties (resistance, weight, non-corrosion, etc.), connected to the main 
generic loop via branch headers whose design remains to be done. 

• Evaporative cooling towers; it is estimated the climate conditions will lead to 100% 
evaporative cooling days most of the time, and only a limited trim during worst case 
wet bulb conditions (with the perspective of possibly still increasing the evaporative 
cooling envelope by further raising the supply temperature). 

 Open PRACE Session 9

During this session Lennart Johnsson (University of Houston and KTH) gave a presentation 
on the Impact of Moore’s Law and Loss of Dennard Scaling. 

Highlights from the presentation included: 

• Moore’s Law: the observation that the number of transistors in a dense integrated 
circuit has doubled approximately every two years. 

• Dennard Scaling: reducing the critical dimensions while keeping the electrical field 
constant yields higher speed and a reduced power consumption of a digital MSO 
circuit (reference is provided in the presentation slides). 

• Dennard Scaling seems to have broken down such that even though Moore’s law is 
still being seen, it has not yielded dividends in improved performance. 

• A presentation of the limitations of the current CPU in terms of transistor, total power, 
and cache size. If the transistors cannot be scaled any further, how can you use the 
silicon die area best? 

• An example was presented: an analysis of the experiences with the Texas Instrument 
TMS320C6678 in multiple variations using STREAM and HPL. 

• An outlook on how the silicon die area could be used in the future. 
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 Updates from PRACE sites 10

10.1 PSNC (Poland) 
The new datacentre of PSNC (Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Centre) is located 
close to the Warta River above 300 years flood waters. The water from the river is not used 
for cooling since warm water cooling is better from an economical point of view. The 
building is finished and in use for the last few weeks, even if some construction work is still 
going on inside. The building was designed for scalability (“Never think it is big enough … 
you never know in 10 years”). 

It includes, in addition to the roof level for cooling equipment, 3 levels: 

• A technical level, 
• A “general” IT level, and 
• An HPC level. 

Each IT level provides 819 m2 of floor space for IT equipment (up to 208 racks and 2.5 T/m2 
for each floor) and technical corridors for infrastructure equipment. The only difference 
between the two levels is that there are no pillars in the HPC room. 

There is a lot of space for infrastructure equipment and free area for a new infrastructure 
building if needed. Within the current building it is possible to install: 

• Up to 8 transformers (20 MVA with 2.5 MVA transformers), 
• Up to 2 diesel generators (2 x 2 MVA), 
• Up to 14 MW dry coolers on the roof making possible to distribute 2 MW air cooling 

to the “general” IT level  and 12 MW liquid cooling to the HPC level, 
• UPS if needed. 

The current power supply 5MW line with committed power at 2.5MW second line will be 
built in 2016 that should be able to cover full 16MW. Even though it would be possible to 
have 2 x 16 MW supply, because of the consumption-independent part of the power bill, the 
committed power and installed transformers will reflect the real power need of the datacentre.  

The “general” IT level is designed for hosting air cooled systems using in-row cooling units 
built into kiosks. Hot aisles containment is implemented. 

The HPC level is designed for DLC systems (up to 80 kW/rack). The 1.4 m high raised floor 
contains only water pipes and data cables. The power supply comes from the top. 

The warm water system is very simple; the water from the heat exchangers on the roof goes 
directly to the racks. Extending the cooling capacity is simple and inexpensive. The warm 
water cooling system is connected to the chilled water cooling system in case of emergency. 
This solution allows the offloading of both loops – the chilled loop can cool down the high 
temperature one and/or, if the coolant in the high temperature loop is cold enough, the other 
way as well (e.g. during winter). However, the cooling capacity of this “emergency” 
connector is limited by the heat exchanger to about 360 kW. There are several warm water 
loops in case a system requires a specific cooling temperature. Heat is reused for nearby 
offices. 

The lessons learned, in terms of warm water cooling include the fact that it is necessary to 
make sure that the building company understands what it was designed for. PNSC uses 
“Aquatherm” pipes (no steel) which are very easy and fast to install. The current coolant is 
“Freezium”, based on the recommendation of the provider of cooling systems; it will be 
replaced by water/glycol if necessary. 
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Future work includes the installation of new systems and the studying of the possibility to 
connect power or cooling system to tri-generation systems (economic interest is not clear) or 
to cold battery (testing will start this year). 

 
10.2 HLRS (Germany) 
HLRS (High Performance Computing Centre Stuttgart) is a federal HPC centre and a 
Stuttgart University Institute. The users are both scientific users and industrial users (through 
a virtual company “BGA”). 

The infrastructure includes two buildings: the “old” hall (200 m2, max. 200 kW water and air 
cooling) and the “new” hall upgraded in 2011 (800 m2, max 1000 kW air cooling and 4000 
kW water cooling). 

The CRAY XE6 (“Hermit”) system (1 Petaflop/s peak) was decommissioned in January 
2015. 

The current system is a CRAY XC40 (“Hornet”) installed in Q3-2014. This new system, 
based on Intel Haswell processors, has a peak performance of 3.8 PFlop/s and a maximum 
power consumption of 1.8 MW (1.4 MW typical). 

A new system (“Hazelhen”) will be installed in Q3-2015. This system will add 20 Cray XC40 
cabinets to Hornet (21 cabinets) which will lead, in total, to a peak performance of 7.4 
PFlop/s and to a maximum power consumption of 3.5 MW (2.8 MW typical).  

In addition, a NEC SX-ACE system (16 Tflop/s) was installed for testing. The sustained 
application performance is very high. The purpose of this machine is to retain the knowledge 
of vector processors (HLRS has been running vector systems for a long time) and to stay open 
to other architectures. 

The project “Sustainability in HPC centres” continues in HLRS. It aims at defining and 
implementing a sustainability strategy based on the analysis of all aspects having an 
environmental impact. The EMAS certification (Eco Management and Audit Scheme) is 
considered. 

 
10.3 CEA (France) 
CEA is a French organisation involved in research and development. The computer complex 
of CEA, installed in the site of Bruyères-le-Châtel, close to Paris, is divided in two parts: the 
TERA part for internal use and the TGCC part open to external users.  

The current system for the TERA part is TERA-100, installed in 2010. It will be replaced in 
2015-2017 by TERA-1000 which will be a warm water cooled system with heat reuse for 
heating the offices of the CEA site. The PUE of TERA systems has steadily improved since 
TERA-10 (2005 – PUE=1.6) to TERA-100 (currently 1.29). The expectation with TERA-
1000 is a PUE of 1.15. 

The ETSI (The European Telecommunications Standards Institute) has released in June 2014 
a new KPI for measuring the energy efficiency of ICT equipment: DCEM (Data processing 
and Communications Energy Management). DCEM combines two indicators: the size of the 
datacentre (DCG -Data Centre Gauge) and the level of performance of the datacentre (DCP – 
Data Centre Performance). DCEM takes into account the energy reuse and the usage of 
renewable energy and defines classes according to the datacentre commissioning date. For 
TERA, the DCG is XL, the DCP is class B. More than 30 datacentres have already assessed 
their DCEM figures which are important in a context where the European Union may, in the 
future, define regulations for the energy efficiency of datacentres. 
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Another interesting KPI, proposed by the Green Grid, measures effectiveness of water usage 
(WUE) in terms of a ratio between water usage and IT equipment energy. For TERA, the 
WUE is poor due to old cooling towers while for TGCC the WUE is good because of modern 
hybrid cooling towers. 

 
10.4 SURFsara (Netherlands) 
SURFsara has long been its own provider of HPC datacentre services - until the split of 
SARA into SARA and VANCIS where VANCIS became the company commercially 
providing, among other things, datacentre services to SARA and other parties. The current 
datacentre is fairly old and has a poor PUE (>1.5) by modern standards. It is also used to the 
maximum, making growth and transitions to new systems very difficult. In addition, 
SURFsara is widening its portfolio of services; several of the new services will not include 
HPC. 

In this situation, two options were investigated by SURFsara: (1) build a new HPC datacentre 
of its own, and/or (2) find a partner to rent and/or develop HPC datacentre capacity and 
capabilities that meet SURFsara’s requirements for the near and long term.  

Both options were assessed: (1) an overall design and cost assessment of a new HPC 
datacentre has been made and (2) a market orientation study to access costs and availability of 
HPC datacentre capacity and capabilities. The conclusion of this assessment was that HPC 
datacentre space was available in the market and at lower costs than building their own 
datacentre from scratch. Based on the requirements SURFsara published a public tender for 
renting floor space in a commercial datacentre. 

A datacentre is a matter of longer term commitment and planning (at least 10 years) and 
inherently introduces uncertainties with respect to the proper specifications for the tender. To 
cope with this one can demand, buy, flexibility from the datacentre provider. But then again, 
that flexibility has its non-negligible costs too. SURFsara coped with this difficulty by 
demanding "annually bounded flexibility" or annually limited on-demand growth. In the 
request for proposals document, annual growth scenarios for several categories of racks, 
ranging from low density air-cooled racks up to 70kW liquid cooled racks, were projected and 
an annual flexibility to deviate from the projected numbers up to 25% was demanded. 

The contract as a result of the tender was awarded to the datacentre company TeleCity Group, 
which was developing a new datacentre on Amsterdam Science Park where SURFsara is also 
located. In fact two compliant alternatives were proposed: 

• One closely following the on demand growth scenarios specified in the tender  
• One for “a datacentre within a datacentre” which also would fit with the capacity 

asked for in the scenarios but where the whole surface is rented from day one. 

The “discount” offered with the second alternative made this the most attractive one. In 
addition, with the "datacentre within a datacentre" alternative the datacentre company could 
provide SURFsara with more opportunities to influence the development and tailor it more to 
the client-specific needs. SURFsara will get two complete floors out of the 15 floors of a new 
datacentre very close to SURFsara and an additional room suitable for operating a tape 
library. The capacity in terms of floor space, electricity (high quality), and cooling is large 
enough to accommodate the expected needs for 10 years (300+ racks, 2MW). The PUE is 
1.22 and it is possible to install racks up to 70 kW (higher density is possible too but will need 
customization not included in the offer). 

Renting from the start changes the way SURFsara will move to the new location since the 
lower cost of operation in the new datacentre makes it economically rational to move 
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everything as soon as possible, including the current national supercomputer. Detailed plans 
to move all facilities are currently under development. The national supercomputer is 
expected to move in the second half of 2016. The operation is expected to entail a period of 6 
to 7 weeks of reduced capacity of the system, including a period of complete non-availability 
of 16 days. Alternative scenarios that can shorten the period of non-availability for several 
days have been studied but are not economically feasible. They are inherently more complex, 
need more auxiliary cabling and hardware, and thus are substantially more costly even up to 
the point where the cost of moving the system starts to outweigh the expected savings that 
will result from the reduced cost of operation in the new datacentre during the remaining 
lifetime of the system. 

 
10.5 BSC (Spain) 
The current system at BSC is MareNostrum 3 (IBM 1.1 PFlop/s) which is installed in the 
Chapel and cooled by rear-door heat exchangers. CRAC units are installed for contributing to 
the cooling of the supercomputer in case of problems. 

The electrical and mechanical facility is located outside of the Chapel. The cooling capacity is 
provided by several chillers: two chillers are running all the time and five additional chillers 
are used when needed because of the temperature. UPSs are used only for storage. 

In order to monitor and control the infrastructure equipment from a central website, a building 
management system (BMS) based on the Niagara framework was installed. This system 
monitors and controls the cooling and the power infrastructure. It can be programmed by 
visual programming. 

The BMS was difficult to set up and tune but works very well. However, it is difficult to 
maintain and to debug because of the visual programming interface. One current limitation is 
the limited historic data but this limitation is avoided using an external BSC tool collecting 
and showing this information. 

Several points were noted: 

• The rotation of chillers was initially too fast. This was solved by modifying the 
management of the chillers. 

• A strange behaviour of the system was observed in the case of failure on the sensors. 
• A link had to be made between Ganglia (monitoring of compute nodes) and BMS in 

order to start the CRAC units in case of a temperature problem. 
• There is currently a limitation on historical data (15 days) but this limitation is 

circumvented using an external BSC tool collector. 

Regarding the new BSC-CNS headquarters, the construction work is progressing slowly due 
to funding problems. However, the closing of the building (façade construction) is planned 
during 2015. 

 
10.6 IT4Innovations (Czech Republic) 
Located in Ostrava, the mission of IT4innovations, is: 

• To deliver scientifically excellent and industry relevant research in the fields of high 
performance computing and embedded systems, 

• To provide state-of-the-art technology and expertise in high performance computing 
and embedded systems and make it available for Czech and international research 
teams from academia and industry. 
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The current IT4Innovations supercomputer (94 PFlop/s) is installed in a container. It will be 
replaced soon by Salomon, a 2 TFlops system installed in a new datacentre. This 
supercomputer, built by SGI, includes 864 Intel Xeon Phi processors which provide a little 
more than half the total peak performance. 

The new datacentre is still in acceptance phase. The main specifications are the following: 

• The power supply is fully redundant. It is based on two 22 kV independent lines. For 
each line, a diesel generator of 2.5 MW, coupled with a rotary UPS, can provide the 
power (at 22 kV) needed for the supercomputer in case of power failure. 

• The cooling combines warm water for the compute racks and cold water cooling. The 
warm water is provided by dry coolers on the roof, the cold water by compressors 
installed also on the roof. Heat pumps make possible the heat reuse for heating the 
building. 

• The distribution of power to the compute racks is made in the raised floor (80 cm) by 
power bus on which power distribution boxes are attached where needed. 

• Fire suppression is made via oxygen reduction (around 15%) using redundant N2 
generators. 

 
10.7 GRNET (Greece) 
GRNET (The Greek Research and Technology Network) has recently completed 
commissioning of a new Tier-1 supercomputer for Greece. This system, provided by IBM, 
has a Linpack performance of 179.73 TFlop/s. The system consists of 426 dual socket IBM 
NextScale nodes, each configured with E5 2680v2 Intel 10-core processors and 64GB main 
memory.  Storage capabilities will be provided by an IBM ElasticStorage (GPFS) appliance 
offering 1PB of raw storage space.  

The system went into full production in September 2015. GRNET has completed the 
evaluation of a 1st pilot call for proposals. 40 applications have been awarded a total time of 
25 Million core hours. In parallel, a continuous call of proposals for preparatory type projects 
has started and a first set of applications have already been selected to access the system for 
porting and scalability purposes. 

In order to host this system the datacentre, located in the main building of the Ministry of 
Education, was expanded. In addition to a room operational since 2010 (120m2), two rooms 
were added: one room for cloud infrastructure (120m2) and one room for HPC (100m2). 

The HPC system is cooled by air with hot aisle containment and InRow A/C. Four chillers 
with free cooling are providing the cooling. The system is entirely protected by UPS because 
of the power fluctuation of electricity in the area. 

GRNET experiments with the concept of green datacentre with a project installed close to a 
dam (100% renewable energy) and a river. The cooling was designed to be provided by water 
from the river during the coolest months of the year and from drilling during the summer 
when the temperature of the river is expected to rise. A traditional chiller is also installed as a 
third cooling back-up. Unfortunately, since the drilling did not deliver the necessary quantity 
of water GRNET is investigating alternative methods in order to reduce the necessity of a 
second chiller. Among the solutions sought after is the increase of the computer room 
temperature so that the river water can be used for the longest period during the year. The 
PUE of this datacentre is expected to be around 1.18. 

Regarding HPC, a tender is already released for a phase 2 consisting of Fat Nodes (four-
socket machines with large memory) and nodes with Xeon Phi and GPU accelerators.  
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10.8 CSC (Finland) 
CSC is a national service funded in 1971. It was privatized in 1992, the owner being the 
Ministry of Education. The head office is located in Espoo and the datacentre in Kajaani. An 
old datacentre still exists in Espoo but it will be closed in the future. 

The Kajaani datacentre is installed in an old paper storage warehouse with 30 MW of 
available electrical power. Currently, the staff on site is of 10-15 people. 

The current fenced surface is 3000 m2 (inside a total floor space capacity of 9000 m2) and 
currently includes two closed areas (“datacentres”) with the following IT equipment: 

• The “Hub datacentre” (CRAY computer – 1.7 PFlop/s) with water-air hybrid cooling 
– PUE=1.28 PUE. 

• The “modular datacentre” (SGI Ice Cube) with high performance air cooling – 
PUE=1.05. 

Future developments include: 

• Widening the customer base 
• Centralizing monitoring and log analytics 
• Political lobbying: direct cable to Germany, sensible surveillance legislation, tax 

breaks for datacentres 
• Incremental upgrades, likely addition of GPU nodes 
• Possibly “NoDC” racks (room neutral – no need for a traditional computer room). 

The lessons learned at this point are the following: 

• MDC specifications should be well defined.  
• MDC prices can vary quite a bit: buying the MDC directly from the manufacturer can 

be much cheaper than buying from the IT supplier. 
• Operations have been mostly smooth. 
• Real-time data is challenging to collect. 
• There are the two cultures within the HVAC scene: old-conservative versus new-

experimental. 

 Main findings 11

The presentations given during the 6th European Workshop on HPC Centre Infrastructures: 
• Reveal important trends in terms of energy efficient HPC centre infrastructures and, 

more generally, energy efficient HPC datacentres. 
• Give hints to assess the situation of Europe in this domain. 

 
11.1 Trends 
The evolution of HPC technology is the driving force that needs to be, as much as possible, 
understood and anticipated since facilities are multi-decade investments compared to systems 
that have a typical life time of 5 years. 

The trend towards more powerful systems, targeting up to 100 PFlop/s or more in the coming 
years, is still very strong even if the Top500 shows, for the past two years, a slightly smaller 
rate of increase. New HPC systems are built with high density racks in terms of computing 
power, electrical power, and weight. Racks with a power consumption exceeding 100 kW and 
with a weight exceeding 1000 kg are to be expected and to become more common in a near 
future. In addition, components are increasingly able to very quickly adapt their power 
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consumption to the workload leading to improvement in energy efficiency but also to large 
swings in power consumption. 

These trends have several consequences in terms of infrastructure, including: 

• The surface area needed for infrastructure equipment tends to exceed the surface area 
of computer rooms. 

• Advanced cooling techniques, such as direct liquid cooling or, to a lesser extent, 
immersive cooling, are becoming main stream. 

• Large swings in the power demand of supercomputers are to be expected. 
In terms of cooling, “chiller-less” cooling leads to higher outlet temperatures without negative 
impact on the temperature of the components. For some sites, chillers are still necessary for 
the hottest days. However, depending on the local climate (temperature/humidity) and 
acceptable water temperatures, adiabatic chillers with water assist may completely eliminate 
the need for chillers.  

Higher outlet temperatures make heat reuse easier. The heat can be reused locally (e.g. 
heating of nearby offices, melting of snow in a car lot, etc.) or sold in areas where district 
heating exists. Heat reuse is an important topic since it is a way to improve the total cost of 
ownership (TCO) going beyond PUE. 

New cooling systems, including those stemming from “modular datacentres” approaches 
(high efficiency air cooled systems), enable the installation of supercomputers in “grey areas” 
(without a raised floor, with dust, etc.). This reduces the cost of site preparation and increases 
the flexibility of the site. 

In terms of power supply, large swings in power usage are to be expected with large systems. 
While this is positive for reducing the power usage of a supercomputer, especially through 
energy aware schedulers, these swings may have negative impact. In the short term, HPC 
datacentres have to live with a proper design of the site infrastructure and good relationship 
with the local electricity supplier. In the long term, implementing mechanisms for capping the 
power change rate (possibly in addition to mechanisms for capping the power usage) in the 
system software might be required. 

Operating a complex facility in a reliable and optimised way needs centralised monitoring and 
automation. With blurring boundaries between IT equipment and infrastructure equipment, 
state-of-the-art monitoring and automation systems tend to take into account more and more 
parameters from the IT equipment. In terms of reliable operation, preventive maintenance and 
early identification of problems are of key importance. 

 

11.2 Current situation in Europe 
Regarding Europe, the annual workshop is an important place for sharing best practices 
among HPC centres and especially the HPC centres of PRACE partners. It contributes to the 
high level of expertise and the implementation of advanced technologies in European HPC 
centres. It confirms that HPC centres in Europe are able to host and operate large 
supercomputers in a reliable and energy efficient way.  

It is worth noting the strong involvement of European HPC sites in the work of the 
EEHPCWG (Energy Efficient HPC Working Group). This working group, a major player in 
the domain, keeps a close connection with the workshop by presenting an annual update on 
important topics (see the presentation of Natalie Bates). 

The PRACE 3IP Pre-Commercial Procurement (PCP) contributes to the development of 
energy efficient HPC technologies and architecture with R&D conducted mostly in Europe. 
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The solutions proposed are promising. They address, in very different ways, the important 
topic of the reduction of power consumption of the IT equipment. Moreover, the methodology 
for energy efficiency evaluation designed for this PCP could be re-used for other “standard” 
HPC infrastructure procurements, allowing for a better view of the TCO of the future system. 

 Conclusion 12

The 6th Infrastructure Workshop has been very successful in bringing together people working 
on HPC site infrastructures. It made possible the identification of important trends and the 
assessment of the current situation within Europe. 

Regarding trends, it is worth noting that: 

• Racks with a power consumption exceeding 100 kW and with a weight exceeding 
1000 kg are to be expected and to become more common in a near future.  

• In terms of cooling, “chiller-less” cooling leads to higher outlet temperatures without 
negative impact on the temperature of the components. 

• Higher outlet temperatures make heat reuse easier. Sweden has a good experience of 
heat reuse as illustrated during the visits that took place during the workshop. 

• New cooling systems, including those stemming from “modular datacentres” 
approaches (high efficiency air cooled systems), enable the installation of 
supercomputers in “grey areas”. 

• Large swings in power usage are to be expected with large systems and may lead 
centres to establish closer relationship with their ESPs 

• Operating a complex facility in a reliable and optimised way needs centralised 
monitoring and automation.  

Regarding the situation within Europe, it is worth noting that: 

• The PRACE-3IP PCP is currently progressing in its second phase. The vendors 
involved have expressed an overall positive opinion on the PCP. 

• The computing centres of the PRACE partners implement or plan to implement state-
of-the-art technologies. Several of them have the necessary capacity to host future 
exascale systems in an efficient way. 

The next workshop will take place in April 2016 and will be hosted by LRZ (Germany). 
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 Annex 13

13.1 Details on the workshop announcement – synthetic agenda 

 
Figure 9: Workshop web page  
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Figure 10: Workshop detailed agenda  

 
13.2 Members of the programme committee 
Javier Bartolome, BSC - Spain 
Ladina Gilly, CSCS – Switzerland 
Herbert Huber, LRZ – Germany 
Norbert Meyer, PSNC – Poland 
Jean-Philippe Nominé, CEA – France 
François Robin, CEA – France 
Gert Svensson, KTH - Sweden 
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